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ABSTRACT

Electronic documents and systems axe becoming the primary means of managing
information for ground and space operations at NASA. These documents will utilize

hypertext and hypermedia technologies to aid users in structuring and accessing
information. Documents will be composed of static and dynamic data with static data
consisting of traditional objects such as text, graphics, audio and video and dynamic data
consisting of user-defined annotations and hypermedia links.

The report consists of three major sections. First, it provides an overview of hypermedia
and surveys the use of hypermedia throughout JSC. Second, it briefly describes a
prototypical hypermedia system that was developed in conjunction with this work. This
system was constructed to demonstrate various hypermedia features and to serve as a

platform for supporting the electronic documentation needs for the MIDAS system
developed by the Intelligent Systems Branch of the Automation and Robotics Division
[Pac92]. Third, it discusses emerging hypermedia technologies which have either been
untapped by vendors or present significant challenges to the Agency.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to provide a brief overview and assessment of

hypermedia I use at the Johnson Space Center. Due to the variety of applications which
utilize, behave like, or plan to incorporate hypermedia, it is not the purpose of this
document to argue a specific set of requirements. However, this document will discuss
some of the primary and advanced hypermedia capabilities that relate to ongoing work at
JSC.

The concepts in this document are a result of many interactions with groups throughout
JSC. The author worked closely with staff of and contributed specifically to the
Electronic Documentation (EDP) and HYPERMAN projects. Although many systems
were viewed and a prototype was constructed, this report will not focus on any particular
hypermedia model or system.

Organization

This report consists of three major sections. The first section will present an overview of
hypermedia and establish terminology which will be used throughout the remainder of

the report. Included in this section are small scenarios and discussions of capabilities that
are characteristic of hypermedia systems. Section two presents a very brief overview of a

prototype hypermedia system which demonstrates hypermedia features and provides a
platform for supporting electronic documentation. Section three discusses features which
are important to JSC but do not appear to be adequately addressed by vendors. Thus,
systems which lack these features may not be sufficient to meet some of the current and
especially the future needs of the Center. The lack of support for these features also
indicates areas for future research and further investigation.

BACKGROUND

Hypermedia

Hypermedia is a methodology for storing and accessing information by association. It
allows relationships to be defined among information objects to provide access to those
objects by navigation.

For the purpose of this document we define the basic components of hypermedia to be

nodes, objects, anchors, links, and link markers 2. Nodes are objects which contain other
objects, i.e. a container, including other nodes. An object is an entity which has content
or substance such as a text string with attributes and values. An object may be composed

t The terms hyixrtoa and hypcrmzdia will be Iegarded as synonymousia thisdoctaneat [Ne165].

a Actual terminology used at JSC for these emifie, is slightly different. A l/nk is an action that associates two objects. There
are two basic types of Links:• traversal i/nk which causes the user to traverse to another location, and an action link which links to an
acsion. A markup is • visible modifieati_ to the text an a page of • document [which includes links]. The team hYl_r.link meatus: •

maskup obj¢_ which cvme, cu to another markup or toan actim.An iconanchoris • mark_ _esmted by an imp. Even though
di_cnmoea exist in tenniaology, it is assumed that the trader can relate the two sets of tenn, [NAS93].
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of other objects. An anchor relates nodes and objects to links. A link relates anchors.

The anchor-rink-anchor relationship exists for the purpose of defining associations among

objects in the hypermedia information space. An association is defined, informally, as a

tuple consisting of

(nodes:objects, Anchors, Links, Anchors, nodes:objects)

In other words, a node, object, or collection of nodes and objects are related by the

existence of anchors and links. A link may connect one or more nodes and objects at the

source end of the link to one or more nodes and objects at the destination end of the link.

An object or node may be associated with multiple anchors and links.

The visual manifest of a link on the user display is called a lint. marker. Link markers

may appear in different ways such as icon, enclosed text string, a text string in a special

font, or as an object which is displayed in a different color. Although links may exist
without the need for link markers, in most situations, a link marker will appear at the

source end of the link.

A link is uni-directional if it is navigable only from the source to the destination. A link

which is navigable in both directions, from the source to the destination and from the
destination to the source, is said to be bi-directional. Bi-directional links are normally

accompanied by rink markers which are visible at both ends of the link. Systems which

provide both types of link directionality are preferred.

To be consistent with the literature, we Mlow the possibility of links connecting to other

links thus forming a "strap"-like relationship. Navigating from the source of a strap-link

to the strap will cause the ends of the strap to be activated thus providing a 1-to-N type of

relationship. Although links are normally viewed and used to define 1-to- 1 relationships,

the implementation of links may provide M-to-N relationships in either their basic form

or through the use of strap links.

Nodes, objects,anchors, links,and link markers are allassumed to be accompanied by

appropriate functionality to support their existence, persistence, and operation. This

functionality may reside in one or more components of the application - the application's

interface, the body of the application,or the application's data management component.
The placement of functionality is arbitrary and is beyond the scope of this report.

Granularity

Many organizations, including JSC, require the hypermedia system to operate in parallel

with a paper document environment. The hypermedia system must mimic paper

documents by presenting information in page-sized chunks. Though this strategy is

effective for certain documents, a paper-based metaphor for accessing and managing

electronic documents may in fact be counterproductive to user activity since the "page"

may be too small or too large for certain information. The electronic environment

increases the flexibility of presentation by allowing the granularity of information which

is displayed to a user to be changed. Thus, information is viewed in terms of "chunks"

rather than pages. The quantity of material in a chunk is variable and may depend upon
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the complexity of the material, the display surface on which it is viewed, and level of user
sophistication.

Another issue regarding granularity concerns the size of objects which may be associated
with a link. Some hypermedia systems provide an object-like model in which the size of

an object is determined by the user. If the user creates an object which is the size of a

paragraph, the smallest identifiable unit of the object is the entire paragraph. Systems

which provide character and pixel-level support may seem to provide greater flexibility
but this is questionable due to the manner by which the information is used and amount

of information which the user needs to associate with links. Of more importance to

NASA is the ability to define link endpoints consisting of words or phrases which are

embedded within textual information as well as portions of graphical objects. The critical
issues here concern the association of link endpoints with their intended information and

the maintenance of those relationships across subsequent versions of the document.

Annotations

Annotations provide a mechanism for personalizing documents with textual comments,
graphical objects, drawings, and user-defined links. The two common methods of

supporting annotations are popup notebox and marginalia (writing in the margins).

A popup notebox is requested by the user into which comments are placed. The notebox

can be connected or associated with the original document in several ways but is usually
done so with a link. The tool which supports the note may be the same as or different

from the hypermedia system. The content of the notebox may be stored separately from
the hypertext.

After entering comments into a notebox, the box is closed and the user returns to normal

activities. The notebox is displayed when the user activates the notebox link or icon by
clicking on it with the mouse.

Notebox tools have traditionallyhad limitedfunctionalityas compared to the primary

application.They rarelyallow the userto createfinksto referenceother notes or allow

usersto createnoteboxes on noteboxes in a recursive-likemanner. These limitationscan

be very confusing sinceusers expect the same functionalityto be available.Itis highly

recommended that the notebox facilitybe an extension of the hypermedia document
environment.

Another facility which is important to JSC is marginalia. A marginalia approach allows

the user to write directly "on top of'' documents, without invoking another tool or opening
another window. Comments are normally placed in the margins of the document, but

when necessary, can be placed directly on top of the information which is being
displayed. This is especially valuable to support annotation of figures anddrawings.

A marginalia approach employs a spatial interface metaphor whereby objects "stick" to

the display wherever they are placed. This interface behavior is found in paint programs
and is not characteristic of hypermedia environments. In fact, the only commercial
system which supports this type of functionality is KMS [AMY88].
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Both the notebox and marginalia approaches are important and necessary in the JSC

environment to support user annotation. Further, systems must assist in the management

of annotations by keeping track of the author of the annotation and allowing users to

select or filter annotations to be displayed, printed, or edited. Such a capability also will

allow users to see annotations of other users, assuming appropriate permissions are

provided.

Union and intersection operations are important to support the annotation space. For

example, a user could request a display of annotations created by a specified set of users

as compared to being limited to seeing either all or only one user's annotations. In this

regard, color can be used to distinguish among the various users.

Link Markers

Link markers are the visual manifest of a link on the user's display. They provide the

initiation point for activating a link and can act as the termination point at the link's
destination.

When a link is followed and the destination is reached, color can be used to focus the

user's attention to the object(s) which constitute the destination. Depending on the

granularity of the destination, it may be appropriate to omit coloring the destination

objects in a special way. For example, if the destination is a node, coloring the entire

node may be very distracting. Instead, the node's border could be colored to indicate that

the link connects to the entirenode. If the destinationis an object in a node, the

individualobjectmay be displayed in a differentcolor to distinguishitfrom the other

objectsinthe node. The choice of colorisrarelya problem in thiscase unlessthe object

isextremely large.

A finalissue regarding color concerns the directionalityof links and the statusof the

objectsatthe destination.Ifthelinkisbidirectional,the objectsatthedestinationmay be
both destinationsand sources of the same link. In the case of a uni-dircctionallink,the

object(s)may be the destinationof one linkand the sourceof a differentlink.The basic

cases thatmust be delineatedarelistedbelow.

• not associatedwith a link

• source of a link

• destinationof a link

• source of one linkand destinationof anotherlink

• source and destinationof multiplelinks

Identification

A fundamental issueinhypermcdia concerns the abilitytoidentifydocument components

in order torelatethe components through links.Users must be permittod to createlinks

which connect to specific paragraphs, sentences, or phrases. Moreover, these

relationshipsmust be maintained when new versionsof the same document arc released.

To provide thiscapability,a hypermedia system must identifyobjectsin some manner.

An identificationmechanism, such as that proposed by Khoshafian and Copcland

[KhC86], is appropriate for supporting hyperrnedia for differentlevels of object
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granularity. When this model is applied to a document environment, it requires that a
unique identifier be assigned to each object and used throughout the object's life.
Implementing such a mechanism in the extremely large and diverse environment of

NASA will be difficult due to the problem of controlling object identifiers. Thus, an
alternative approach might be to use a combination (concatenation) of the document's

identifier, JSC number, and a within-document identifier. This scheme appears to be
sufficient for most needs except when the same object is used in multiple documents. In
this case, the identity of the object must permit reference and containment in multiple
documents. Additionally, links associated with the object must maintain the context of
the link, that is, relative to the document in which the reference is made.

Mother problem concerns document accessibility with respect to database issues. In
many cases, it is highly desirable to provide access to objects without requiring the
"opening" of an entire document which contains the object. Opening an entire document
from which only a small part is needed results in overhead which is generally
unnecessary. Thus, objects should be viewed as entities which may exist within or
separate from their associated documents.

Finally, an object identification policy must provide the ability for crew and staff tO arias
or name objects using slang. Generally, object identification is viewed as a system level

function and is of no concern to the end user. However, maintaining an aliasing facility
which is unique to individual users is both costly in terms of document storage and
configuration management. Regardless, aliased object identification has been expressed
on several occasions and is viewed as a necessary part of the electronic document
environment. The reader can consult the final report for DTO-1209 [NAS92] concerning
formal requests from crew for aliasing services.

Links

The traditional view of linking is one of the user clicking with the mouse on an icon and
either the current window's contents change to display new information or another

window appears with the information. This example demonstrates a 1-1 relationship
between objects but also demonstrates that the view provided to the user can be
implemented differently. Either the current window's contents are replaced or a new
window is displayed. Both mechanisms should be supported with the user being able to
control which view is provided. Alternatively, the author of the link could specify the
behavior during navigation of the link. For additional information concerning the
importance of link arrival and departure, the reader should consult Slatin [Sla88].

Links may be associated with objects of various sizes including entire nodes, paragraphs,
sentences, words, characters, figures, video clips, rules, sounds, and so on. Due to the
diversity of the information that might be associated with links, links should support
arbitrary object granularity. This would allow links to connect simple, complex, or node
objects. For example, a word in a sentence could be linked to a video.

Multi-endpoint links are important and should be provided. This allows an author to
create a link which connects two or more objects at the source end of the link with two or
more objects at the destination of the link. The objects to which the rink may be attached
can be of the same or different types. This would aUow the user to follow a link into a
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document atwhich time a block of text,video clip,and sound byte appear and areplayed

simultaneously.Such a scenariowould be valuableforcrew trainingor when information

from multiple documents containingobjectsof differenttypes must be accessed at the

same time.

The user should be allowed to define links that can be initiated automatically or manually.

The traditional view of hypermedia requires that the user initiate all navigation. This

view is limiting in that it requires user intervention for all linking services. It is suggested
that finks be viewed as functional entities which support the document viewing

environment. Links may be implemented to automatically "fire" at a certain time, under
certain conditions, or when other links are navigated. A system which exhibits some of

thisfunctionalityisdescribedin [StF89].

HYPERMEDIA VIEWER

A prototypical hypermedia system to support the viewing of on-line documentation for

the MIDAS [Pac92] system was constructed. The viewer supports full color text, graphic,

and image objects on Unix, Sun 3, workstation environments. The viewer is optimized for

handling small documents and supports two "types" of documents -- a "ruff-like"

document construction language to facilitate document presentation and ASCII files.

There are many features of the system which are important to JSC and NASA. Some of

the more notable features include spatial and notebox annotation, full-color highlighting,

simple and complex boolean search, catalog management with subclassing, user
customization, and integration with existing systems. A supporting component provides

users with the ability to parse and extract table of contents information from documents,

mating a hypertext which provides non-linear access to the document. Another support

component parses incoming electronic mail and builds a multi-level hypertext relative to

the day and order that messages were received. The marl component embeds hypermedia

buttons into messages to facilitate replies to the sender or to delete messages that are no

longer valuable.

Four types of linksare supported. The types delineatethe placement, appearance, and

functionalityof the link.Links may be spatiallyplaced on a document ifidentificationof

objectsin the document isnot possible.Links may be embedded withinthe document to

provide linkingservicesin the event thatchanges to the document affectthe positionof

an objector iflinksare to "travcr'with the document to supportdistribution.Links may

be used to initiateapplications,includingthe viewer itself.They can be packaged with

searcharguments to assistthe user inlocatinginformationthrough a singlemouse click.

Automatic linksallow the user to identifywords or phrases which are defined acrossall

documents and provide accessto a document, perform a search,or initiatea process.

Links persist in both embedded and non-embedded forms and are managed by a

hypermedia data management component. Users can create links which are maintained

in a personallinkspace and are unavailableto otherusers. The linkingmechanism also

s $m ij a tmdmuuk d Sm lVlic_nym_m, Inc.
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allows multiple users to share a common set of links over a document space.

The embe_ed link mechanism permits users to place links within documents so that
links travel with and are maintained as part of the document content. In this case, the link
is not associated with a particular user since user identification is not supported. The link
is therefore a public entity and is accessible by all users of the document. One of the

advantages of the embedded link mechanism is that it allows the creation of hypermedia
documents by non-hypermedia components. For example, a background process could
create a document containing embedded finks and initiate the viewer to provide non-
linear navigation over the document. Moreover, the process could run continually,
affecting the content and structure of the hypertext dynamically. Such a process would
not have to concern itself with interface, navigation, or search issues since all of these
services are provided by the hypermedia viewer.

CHALLENGES AND UNTAPPED ISSUES

There are many challenges which face the use of hypermedia throughout NASA as well
as other organizations. Some of these challenges are being addressed in current research
while others remain virtually unexplored. In this section we present a few issues which
have the potential of offering enhanced access or presentation features to the electronic
environments at JSC, or which appear to present a significant challenge to the successful
deployment of hypermedia throughout the Agency.

Cross-vendor compatibility

It is obvious that several systems must exist in order to support the various operations at
NASA. Many of these systems utilize a proprietary format for storing information or
exchanging information between components and are designed to operate on a unique
computing platform. These limitations result in systems which are incompatible with
others even though they may be implemented for the same computing platform. This
lack of compatibility and interoperability is well documented in the literature and is
regarded as a major limitation in hypermedia system design [Eng78, Eng82, Mey89,
BoR90, Ril90].

Systems which exist as "islands" and which are unable and incapable of sharing
information and procedures with other systems are inappropriate for the long-term goals
of JSC. Since it is impossible for a single system to meet every need of JSC and NASA,
multiple systems must exist within the framework of a larger environment. This requires
vendors to cooperate and develop systems which are capable of interacting and
exchanging information, especially in a sense much broader than the dynamic data
exchange (DDE) services which some systems provide. This necessitates an overall plan
of integration whereby systems coexist in a seamless manner to support ground and space
operations.

An interoperable framework offers many benefits, one of which is the ability to add new
components. Another benefit is the ability to migrate to new or updated systems which
provide increasedcapabilities.Migration can be accomplished without requiring
transformationsofinformationorlossoffunctionalityffsystemsutilizea compatibledata
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substrate. Achieving this level of interoperability will empower users by providing them
with a collection of tools that can be used and tailored to meet specific needs. Therefore,

an important task is to establish a framework for the interchange and sharing of

information, and the integration of diverse systems within the NASA computing
environment.

A related issue concerns a much broader view of the migration concept. This view is

only now being considered within the scope of hypermedia systems but in fact has been

an issue which has been addressed in other disciplines. The issue concerns the migration
of processes to support computation.

The earlier paragraphs presented the issue of migration as one involving the movement of

information, i.e. documents, around an information space. If one views the software

components as "information", the migration issue equally applies. This perspective

provides for the migration of processes among workstations to improve performance and
distribute the workload, h also allows for recovery of a process ff a workstation fails. To

plan for the long-term needs of the Center, it is important to consider systems which

utilize such architectures, allowing their components to be distributed and migrated
without a negative effect on user activity.

Composition and Computation

The hypermedia research community has been exploring issues of composition and

computation [Ha188] for quite some time. Composition is the construction of objects

from other objects in the information space while computation involves dynamic, "on the
fly", determination of object content and structure.

The incorporation of these capabilities into hypermedia systems appears to be very
important to the immediate and long-term goals of electronic documentation at NASA for

several reasons. First, hypermedia systems have traditionally employed a monolithic

architecture and static data model [Mey89]. The monolithic (single process) architecuae

inhibitsinteroperability,as described in the previous section,and the staticdata model

requiresalllinkstobe definedpriorto the time of access. Clearly,the costsof manually

definingevery linkisprohibitivegiven theenormous number of documents which existin

the NASA environment. Therefore,methods must be used to createlinksautomatically

and reliablyon demand.

Second, users have different document access needs and for this reason it is important for

a hypermedia system to construct links based on specifications from or information about

a user.In order for thisto be accomplished in a hypermcdia framework, the contentand

thestructureof objectsmust be determined on thefly.

Third, information can be a reusable resource in that it may be used in multiple

documents. To support reusabilityin most existinghypermedia systems, information

must be duplicated.Duplication is not cost effectivegiven the u'cmcndous number of

documents which willexistinelectronicform withinthe NASA community.

Systems which support referential and inclusionlinks and utilizea non-embedded

hypermedia data model offer the greatestpotentialfor supporting computability and
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composition. Multiple link types based on reference and inclusion-style linking allow the

user to construct hypertexts that can be used more effectively to tailor the presentation of
information. Non-embedded links allow the system to determine link destinations

without accessing the underlying documents. This allows the hypermedia engine to
service the needs of multiple applications within a single computing environment. This

type of design expands the scope of hypermedia by provides linking services "across"

applications rather than limiting services to a single or selected class of applications.

Further, this design allows the hypermedia engine to play an active role in support

exploratory access from a structural perspective. For example, the hypermedia engine
could construct and display a graphical map of the document space based on the current

contents and relationships which exist among the documents. As another example, the
engine could provide a list of all documents which contain a particular object and which

is linked to a specific document and which consists of at least 4 chapters.

Finally, it is important not to confuse the issue of computation with that of automatic

linking. Computation involves much more, specifically, the construction of the objects to

be displayed as well as the construction of links that are associated with the object. In

contrast, automatic linking can be implemented over a static data space and not involve
any computation on the part of the hypermedia engine or application.

Distribution

The enormous number of documents and potential users necessitate an efficient and

accurate distribution system throughout NASA. Unfortunately, no hypermedia system or

research effort has addressed this issue. For this reason we identify this as an important
issue and one that deserves special consideration.

There are various ways to think of document distribution which include the distribution

of the underlying document, public and private links, and user-defined annotations.

Obviously, the goal of a distribution system is to permit timely and easy access to
documents. We identify and outline a few specific scenarios to demonstrate some of the

possible responsibilities of a distribution system.

New document. A new document is released to the organization. The document has zero

or more links. A list of target users, i.e. a distribution list, identifies a preliminary set of
users to send the document and its links.

The potential problems concerning the distribution of a new document relate to the links

which are associated with the document. More than likely, the links associated with this

document will reference other documents in the information space. If the user is not on

the distribution list for any one of the destination documents, the links which provide the
reference are invalid for that user. This requires the hypermedia engine to coordinate

document distribution and access lists with link visibility to avoid incorrect presentation

of links when the document is viewed. Alternatively, links may serve as a specification

for adding users to a document's distribution list and distributing the document to the user
automatically.

Updated document. The release or versioning of a document incurs many of the same

problems as those associated with a new document but also has the problem that any user-
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defined links and annotations must be merged into the new release. Various mechanisms

can be used to relate annotations and links with their intended positions, but depending

on the degree of change to the document, some mechanisms may not adequately preserve

these relationships. This usually results in dangling objects and links, or objects which

must be discarded because their relationship to the new version cannot be determined.
Clearly, the number of objects which must be discarded must be minimized in the NASA
environment.

Cross platformandsystem. Users who conduct activities on multiple computing

platforms or use multiple software systems risk inconsistency in versions of the same

document. For example, ff a user has access to a document on a personal computer and

access to the "same" document on a workstation, the annotations and links defined by the
user on their personal computer will probably not carry over to the workstation

environment or vice versa, uniess of course the two systems are networked and the

document is shared between the systems or the user transports a copy of the document

between the systems on a backup device (e.g. floppy disk). Clearly, requiring the user to
manage documents and their distribution manually would involve significant time

commitments for users given the number of documents to which they might refer. The

networked solution is therefore more appropriate but requires the distribution system to

have access to all computing platforms used by an individual and to maintain the

annotations made to a document. This requires that all annotations and links be in the
same format, a mapping operation occur to convert annotations made on one machine to a
form which can be used on another, or all machines store and access annotations from a

central repository.

Informal sharing. A finalproblem concerns the informal sharing of documents and

annotations among users. In thiscase, a user shares a document with another user

without the distributionsystem being informed of thisactivity.The new userproceeds to

createannotationsand linksforthisdocument in isolationand remains dependent on their

friend for information about updates. This is problematic if the distributionsystem

providesthe mechanism forcoordinatingupdates with user-definedannotationsand links.

Since the informal userisnot on thedistributionlist,theirannotationswillnot be merged

intothe new version. Although thismay not be a problem for the firstfew releasesof a

document, itisprobable thatthe informaluserwilleventuallycease updating theversions

with theirannotations. Thus, the informal user eventuallybecomes completely out of

sync with the releaseof the document due to theirinabilityor unwillingnessto maintain
annotationsand links.

SUMMARY

Electronic documents and systems are becoming an important means of managing

information for ground and space operations at NASA. Hypertext and hypermedia

technologies will play a strategic role in the management of information by allowing
users to structure and access information by navigation.

This reporthas outlinedsome of the uses and problems facingthe implementation and

deployment of h_ermcdia systems at JSC. It also presents a brief descriptionof a

hypermedia system that was developed to support and demonstrate hypermcdia

capabilitiesfor on-linedocumentation. Finally,the reportdiscusses some hypcrmcdia
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technologies which have either been untapped by vendors or present significant
challenges to the Agency.
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